Design and verification of 5-channel 1.5T knee joint receiving coil based on wearable technology.
Over the past 20 years, magnetic resonance receiving coil technology has developed rapidly. The traditional, commercial knee joint coil has a fixed mechanical structure. To meet the imaging needs of most patients, it is necessary to ensure that the mechanical geometry of the coil is as large as possible. Therefore, different quality images can be obtained by filling coefficients under loads of knees of different sizes. Lufkin et al. [1] has demonstrated that the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of coil imaging is directly proportional to its filling coefficient, which is S/N≈QL*η. Thus, the pursuit of an optimal coil filling coefficient is an important way to improve the coil imaging quality. This study combines wearable concepts and coil development techniques and applies flexible and elastic materials to coil designs. We used an elastic material instead of the traditional fixed mechanical structure to develop a 1.5T 5-channel knee joint receiving coil that can be attached to knee joints of different sizes within a certain range, allowing the coil to achieve a maximum filling coefficient under the loads of knees of different sizes. Compared to commercial 8-channel knee coils, the phantom test and clinical knee joint imaging demonstrated that the SNR of the developed coil increased by four times in the shallow layer and two times in the deep layer, under different load conditions. This high SNR performance demonstrates potential for the realization of high resolution and fast imaging sequences in knee imaging.